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Cut to the two sports commentators.
Awesome Possum & Chocolate Chuck 

Graphics show their names.
Awesome: Now Chuck, we’ve seen 

a stinktacular game etc...
Chuck: Well I’d say the Grubs etc...

Cut to the Flushville Stadium 
where we see that Grubs are 

winning 1 to 0.

We see a giant roll of toilet paper
move across the crowds that says,

“Go Grubs” 

Cut to field. Graphics for the score and 
characters appear.. a brown ball falls 

from the sky..
AVO(Awesome):  Here’s the drop etc. 

Close up of Brocc taking the ball and 
heading towards the Vermin toilet. 
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AVO(Awesome): Brocc passes it to Crabby. AVO(Awesome): Digger moves in ! Digger charges towards Crabby. 

AVO(Awesmone): Crabby dumps it 
into the corner.

AVO(Awesome): Brocc takes the ball but the 
endzone is clogged with defense...etc.

Close up of Brocc’s face, edges close in
to just his eyes. 
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Brocc dances around the players and 
kicks the ball at Farty, knocking him 

into knobweb.

AVO(Awesome): Whoah! He wiped out
Farty and Knobweb...

Brocc opens a hole in the defense and 
takes the lead.

He does a cool back flip and kicks the ball
into the toilet.

We hear a loud Flush.
AVO(Awesome): and...flushdown!!!!

Awesome: If he scores once more he’ll 
have a Royal Flush! Amazing!!!
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Cut back to the field over by the Vermin bench. Digger sits down as Beetle drops his towel 
and walks to the field. 

AVO(Chuck): Looks like Coach is benching 
Digger etc. 

Awesome: I smell a ringer. He is a 
dung beetle after all.

Cut to Night Terror, Facepalm and
Funky Skunky playing for the camera.

Cut back to the action. Beetle starts 
with the ball.

Close up of beetle running with the ball.
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Beetle dodges Brocc. Beetle boots the ball into the toilet from 
midfield. A loud flushing sound and horns 

are heard.

AVO(Awesome): What!? Beetle, from the two
point line dropped a deuce into the Grub’s 

toilet! The game is tied! etc..

Cut to the fans on the Vermin side.
Pan across to see fans going wild for their team.

Continue action.
AVO(Chuck): We’re going to cut to 

commercial...etc.

Play 6 second bumper of the actual 
toy product. 
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Beetle and Brocc are facing off at center.
AVO(Awesome): And we’re back. The ball drops.

AVO(Awesome): Brocc takes it and heads 
downfield.

Close up of the action. Camera tracks
backwards as characters run towards it. 
AVO(Awesome): Knobweb gives him the slip,

tripping Brocc.

AVO(Awesome): Knobweb passes the
ball up to Beetle.

Wide shot of field. Beetle takes the lead. Beetle runs towars the other defenders.
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Beetle flips around the defender and 
goes for the shot.

AVO(Awesome): Beetle, dodging defenders
and he’s up...what’s going  on? I can’t 

believe what im seeing!

Everything freezes. Beetle is in the air and 
camera quickly does a 180 of Beetle, Matrix-style.

Continue action. Continue action. Continue action.
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Unfreeze, we hear Beetle grunt still in the air. Cut to toilet, continue to hear Beetle
grunt then the ball drops into toilet. 

A loud flush and horns are heard.
AVO(Awesome): The drop! Flushdown!! 
Royal Flush!!! And the Vermin win the 

Flush Bowl!

Beetle backflips back onto the field as
his teammates rush over and lift him.

Crowd going wild in bg.

Chuck brings out the trophy to Beetle who 
is being carried by his team.

(Chuck): That’s one for the record books!

The Flush Bowl logo comes up.
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Cut to an on-field interview of 
Beetle and Kitty Kast. 

Kitty: Congrats! That was amazing etc...

Beetle: Well Kitty, I think that the other 
team was good and we just had to, you

know, play better etc...

Kitty: Incredible! Well thank you for 
that Beetle etc...

Goodnight from Flushville Stadium!

Cut to wide shot of the stadium. Flush Bowl logo comes onscreen. 
The End


